
LETTER FROM THE ATLANTIC 

 

rande Africa sails from Le Havre docks at midnight 2nd January, straight into 

the teeth of a force 12 storm whistling up the English Channel. It’s quite an 

introduction to life at sea! For most of the following morning we manage 

barely more than 2 knots. Fortunately, the vessel is of sufficient size, and with the 

dynamics of a giant bathtub, to minimise the land-lubbers discomfort, though that’s 

not to say it doesn’t move in a rough sea; waves buckle the sides of two forward 

containers and punch open the doors of a third. At 42,000 tonnes Deadweight and 

214 metres in length, the forward deck of Grande Africa is piled with containers, 

cement mixers, a fire engine and two rather fancy 20metre Fairline yachts. The 

upper deck, behind the bridge, cars destined for Dakar and Freetown are parked 

door to door, variously shedding bonnets and bumpers, wing mirrors and wipers – 

already truly African in appearance; in the wind, their plastic hub caps skim over the 

deck like so many blackened dinner plates. These cars are crammed with electrical 

goods, bicycles and bulging cardboard boxes – no doubt a feast for the stevedores 

in Dakar. The interior of the ship is cavernous, a hive of massive fork-lift trucks, 

several Claas combine harvesters, dump trucks, enormous machinery parts, lorry 

piled upon lorry, and yet more cars and containers. 

The second night out of port we celebrate Jesus’ birthday. Jesus is the Filipino 

second engineer, a shy, genial fellow capable of juggling a bottle of Becks beer, a 

bottle of Fundador brandy, and a microphone for the Karaoke set, as adroitly as he 

works his adjustable wrench in the engine room. Despite the name there is little piety 

in his performance – or any ones, for that matter. Even my screeching rendition of 

Nikita fails to see the microphone snatched from my hand. When the captain, a 

Swede, drops to his hands and knees and proceeds to crawl between the legs of his 

crew I feel we might have slipped into another dimension. Suddenly there is a cry: 

Who the hell’s driving this ship? Nobody bothers to answer; the captain is already 

fermenting over a fantastic drinking joint in Rio – he is going to take all the 

passengers to the Scandinavian Bar, followed by the Brazilian Bar, followed by… He 

promises a long night of revelry. It seems tonight is just a warm up for things to 

come. 

Eleven passengers have boarded between Tilbury, Antwerp and Le Havre. There 

are two Belgian couples: Ils and Johann are on BMW motorbikes, Cindy and Jorg in 

a former military communications truck. Both couples have taken a two year break 

from work. Then there is Michel and Claudia; he is French and she Columbian. They 

are starting a two year round-the-world trip in a Volkswagen combi. Julian is 

travelling alone. He’s English, and having previously ridden South America on his 

motorbike, he is returning with no vehicle, very little luggage and an open mind. Then 

there is Dennis and Geraldine. They are English, retired, and making the round trip 

back to Tilbury. 
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Early evening of the 9th January we arrive off Dakar. The port is full and we must wait 

our turn. We drift a mile or two off the coast. The sea is calm. With a cool breeze and 

a beaded bottle of beer we watch the sun sink into the Atlantic from the bridge wing. 

When the crew turn on the deck lights shoals off fish gather in the pools of light. A 

pod of dolphins comes to feed, their silvery forms darting this way and that. They 

occasionally break the surface with a hiss and a splash, before diving to the depths 

of the ocean. At five in the morning we pass the old fort on Gorée Island and slip in 

to Dakar port. Major Daniel Houghton and Mungo Park, 18th century explorers, 

began their quests to find Timbuktu from Gorée Island. It is easy to imagine them 

pacing the walls of the fort, brooding over what they faced in the hinterlands of 

Africa. The port is bigger and more organised than I imagined. We tie up on 

Grimaldi’s own quay; they have five boats a week coming here. The morning air 

carries the heady odour of spices, wood-smoke, garbage, fishmeal, and that very 

earthy tang that never fails to tickle the nose of an African aficionado. As the last to 

board in Le Havre we must remove our vehicle to the dockside so the ship can be 

unloaded. We drive off the huge ramp; for a moment we are both taken with an urge 

to keep going – Africa calls! For security reasons we wait by the car on the quay, 

observing a procession of cargo being discharged. A French truck is dragged, 

screeching and smoking from the bowels of the ship: one of its tyres is flat and the 

rear axle refuses to turn. Two thick black lines disappear into the hold. Next comes a 

road-roller; the Senegalese man driving it can’t help the broad grin as its huge steel 

wheels clank over the ramp. 

On the 11th January we pass a fleet of Russian stern trawlers. Amongst them is a 

pirogue with four fishermen aboard; we are thirty kilometres off the coast of 

Casamance. At 1600hrs, I spot two plumes of water bursting from the ocean; whales 

heading north. They pass along our starboard side.  

On the evening of the 12th January Freetown emerges from the haze, a sorry-looking 

place occupying a series of pointy hills. Smart villas stare out to sea at the mouth of 

the river, giving way to a shoreline of shanties, where children and black pigs 

rummage the layers of garbage lapped by the sea. The city centre reveals a ragged, 

concrete skyline dotted with minarets and the occasional palm tree. At the quay 

outside Maritime House three patrol vessels, Sierra Leone’s navy, appear to be 

welded together by rust. Our crew work twenty-four hours to clear the cargo. The 

ship is in lock-down against stowaways and thieves. Despite this, in the night, chain-

link securing seismic cable reels to their steel pallets are stolen. In the morning the 

captain has to go to the market and buy them back. It is with a sigh of relief that we 

manage to sail at four in the afternoon; after all, it is Friday the13 th and anything 

could happen. Africa is soon lost behind a haze of dust and smoke. Tonight we 

celebrate Larry’s birthday. Coloured lights adorn the deck. The heavy beat of music 

from two enormous speakers hammers in our chests as we pound towards the 

setting sun, laying a trail of empty beer bottles and yellow, sulphurous exhaust. A 

ship passes, heading for Freetown. They must wonder what on earth is going on 



aboard the Grande Africa. I’m put in mind of the movie Apocalypse Now, when the 

helicopter gunships skim the Mekong River, Flight of the Valkyries blaring from their 

fuselage-mounted speakers. I’m waiting for the captain to don a cowboy hat, grab a 

surfboard and scream: ‘I love the smell of napalm in the mornin’!’ Three dolphins 

leap simultaneously from a shoal of fish – Happy Birthday Larry! 

We cross the middle of the world at 08.22 am 15th January. A huge rusting sign 

pokes from the waves telling us: YOU ARE NOW ENTERING THE SOUTHERN 

HEMISPHERE; the ship’s compass needle immediately begins to spin wildly; the 

engine speed surges; a huge whirlpool rages off our port quarter and a galleon, its 

rigging strafed by cannon fire, emerges from a cloud of vapour…..only kidding!! The 

Swedes organise another party. It’s called the Celebration of the Seven Seas. Crew 

members who have not previously crossed the equator undergo various initiation 

rites; their hair is shaved off and they have to kiss a dead sardine. The passengers 

must drink a vile mixture of seawater, Tobasco sauce and additional ingredients 

which remains an ancient mariner’s secret. We are each awarded a certificate by the 

captain and given the name of a fish. I am Tiger Shark, Christine is Black Molly. 

Deck games are organised. A pig is roasted on a spit, steaks laid on the Barbie. 

More empty beer bottles go spinning into the ocean. 

Thursday 19th January we dock in Vitoria, Brazil, happy to have crossed the Atlantic. 

In the evening Christine and I, Michel and Claudia head for Vitoria’s booming 

waterfront. This place has grown rich on oil. It is like Aberdeen without the granite 

and grey skies (in fact it’s not a bit like Aberdeen). We come across a band playing 

on a stage beside the beach. Palm trees sway. Everyone is having fun. A guy comes 

up to me wondering if I’m English. ‘How did you know?’ I ask him. ‘I’ve been in 

London for ten years,’ he says. ‘All the English dance like you.’ The next day 

Christine and I go for lunch by the beach and watch the world go by. The people 

here are immense. On the beach they waddle, unwrapped and shameless, across 

the sand. So far, I think BIG is definitely BEAUTIFUL in Brazil. Backsides and 

breasts are pumped full of silicon, stomachs distended with beer. Children inflate 

themselves on Fanta and fries and gay men languish like stricken whales. G-strings 

appear like postage stamps on a side of beef, and when a man cycles past, it’s as if 

half the bike has simply vanished. Just when we think we’ve seen it all, a couple of 

bikini-clad transvestites stride from the shadows. 

Next stop is Rio, followed by Santos. At a bar on Santos’s long beach we celebrate 

my birthday with a round of caipirinhas. The city is hot, humid and bustling. Back at 

sea the wind gets up; we plough on through the deep swell, the weather turning 

fresher as we leave the tropics behind. 

27th January BA looms above the waves. The smell of grilled steak carries on the 

breeze. We have arrived. YEEEEEHHHAAAA!!!!!!!           


